Western Digital devices are rogue C.I.A. “beacons”

Red Alert

RED ALERT: WESTERN DIGITAL
PERSONAL STORAGE DEVICES HAVE BEEN
WEAPONIZED IN THE C.I.A. HIVE AS A “BEACON”

OneDrive, Dropbox, Google Drive, Amazon Cloud,
Seagate and Box all have similar language.

The broadly sold Western Digital portable
storage devices are loaded with rogue C.I.A. spy
software masquerading as a backup utility.
Probably most of us own at least one of these backup devices that Best Buy
really started pushing several years ago.
https://www.wdc.com/products/portable-storage.html
The End User License Agreement that you say “yes” to when you install the
device contains the same devilish language contained in nearly all social
networking systems on the market. This language was written for the entire
technology world by the IBM Eclipse Foundation starting on Nov. 29, 2001. It
gave these unscrupulous attorneys the excuse they thought they needed to
abuse the U.S. Constitution with impunity.
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Ask yourself, why does a personal storage device for YOUR data contain this language?
The Software may contain automatic communications features which relay certain information to WDT and its third-party
data analytics providers
WDT Privacy Policy located at http://www.wd.com/en/company/corporateinfo/privacy.aspx …
This Website Privacy Policy (“Policy”) applies to information collected through this website and through our social media
pages (“Social Media Pages”) located at https://www facebook.com/WD, https://twitter.com/WesternDigital (collectively,
including website and Social Media Pages, the “Site”).

My personal storage data is sent to Facebook? Twitter?
Microsoft? Dropbox? OneDrive? Amazon? Google?
Q: Are you kidding me? A: No, we are not kidding.
It gets worse.
“This Policy may change from time to time, so please check back periodically.” (Translated: We can do whatever the hell
we want and you commit yourself to be bound by whatever we decide to do in the future. Sucker.)
“When you access our Site, we may collect personally identifiable information (“PII”) from you … “usernames,
passwords, location, computer details, usage, websites visited, emails, texts, phone calls, video chats, photos,
documents, files, credit card information. That’s right, you agree they can collect your credit card information.
You agree to let Western Digital and its partners at Facebook, Twitter and “Other” combine your data they gather with
others of their third party partners (translated: into a C.I.A. “dark profile” on your every move and thought).
Then, in case they missed anything, they say they can collect any “other” information that they think is needed to
“improve your user experience.”
The moral of this story is: Do not install the “automatic” backup software that comes with the device. Just copy and
paste files to it and do not let is connect to the “cloud.” (A.k.a. that giant “Internet of Things” data sucking machine built
with taxpayer dollars and run by extremely evil rogue C.I.A. spies with cutesy names like Google, Facebook and Twitter.)
Keep the device offline and disconnected when not at use. Otherwise, it appears that it performs “beacon” functions for
the C.I.A. that communicate with “listening posts” that collect your data in a “dark profile” on every aspect of your life
(health, job, finances, money, loves, predilections, mistakes, missteps, foibles, vulnerabilities, ideas, business plans,
secrets, indiscretions, sins …).
Details: See https://wikileaks.org/vault7/releases/#Hive
This is not opinion. It’s fact.
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Postscript
Some technologists have taken exception to this revelation that mass storage disk backup products are spying on us.
Allow us to cite another quote from the Western Digital license paper chase for the doubters. Take our word for it that
this phraseology is almost identical across all storage devices used today. This quote is obtained by first clicking on the
Western Digital ”Website Privacy Policy” that incorporates a link to “Products Privacy Policy.” These nested policies
incorporated each other into a hive-whole that includes the Facebook and Twitter privacy policies, both of which are at
least 1,000 pages of pages and links to other pages (the authors have actually clicked the links and sub links and counted).
From the Western Digital Products Privacy Policy:
“Information collected by third-party content providers: WDT Products may also enable you to access or use third-party
cloud services from companies such as Dropbox and Microsoft. These third-parties may collect and transmit information
about you and your use of their services, including information that can be used to identify you personally. WDT does not
control and is not responsible for the collection practices of these third-party content providers.”

Think about what this clause says. If you use a Western Digital personal storage device using a PC, then anything
Microsoft collects, which according to Edward Snowden in Fig. 4 below is everything (“Collect It All”), then all the
information contained in your Western Digital personal storage device Western Digital “is not responsible for.” Priceless.
In effect, what Western Digital’s slimy lawyers are telling you is that ‘we know you are being spied on’ and ‘we know that
all the information you store on our device is being stolen by the rogue C.I.A.’ but ‘we know n-o-t-h-i-n-g, and good luck
sucker.’ This is called inhuman scum lawyering.
Dropbox was founded in June 2007 and is funded by In-Q-Tel and the rogue C.I.A. Just look at their funders who have
provided a total of $2,057,215,000 investment. That’s right, $2.01 billion. JPMorgan Chase, RBC, Deutsche Bank,
Goldman Sachs. It doesn’t get much more rogue C.I.A. than this.

Figure 1: Funding Rounds: https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/dropbox
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In closing, here are several NSA documents leaked by whistleblower
Edward Snowden revealing when Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter and others
signed on to share all your data with the NSA.

Figure 2: Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 15. Glenn
Greenwald / MacMillian. (Glenn Greenwald, p. 102: "NSA Strategic Partners, Alliances with over 80 Major Global Corporations
Supporting both Missions: Telecommunications & Network Service Providers, Network Infrastructure, Hardware Platforms
Desktop/Servers, Operating Systems, Applications Software, Security Hardware & Software, System Integrators: AT&T, CISCO,
EDS, H-P [HP, Hewlett-Packard], IBM, Intel, Oracle, Qualcomm, Microsoft, Motorola, Verizon").
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Figure 3: Edward Snowden. (Jun. 06, 2013). On Jun. 06, 2013, thanks to NSA Whistleblower Edward Snowden, we learned that
all the large online "social" hardware, software and telecommunications providers were creations rogue C.I.A. This strategy was
hatched during the Clinton administration by his spy master advisor, Harvard law professor James P. Chandler, III, later Leader
Technologies' patent attorney. The companies revealed are Microsoft (9/11/07), Yahoo (3/12/08), Google (1/14/09), Facebook
(6/3/09), PalTalk (12/7/09), YouTube (9/24/10), Skype (2/6/11), AOL (3/31/11), Apple (added Oct, 2012—one year after Steve
Jobs died, replaced by former IBMer Timothy D. Cooke. AT&T also participated, see Fig. 3 above.

Figure 4: Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 5. Glenn
Greenwald / MacMillian. (Greenwald, p. 97: "New Collection Posture: Sniff it All. Know it All. Collect it All. Process it All. Exploit
it All. Partner it All").
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